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             President’s Message

Before the regular meeting in February, several of us met at Wa-
terloo’s Angie’s Kitchen for supper. They serve a good meal at a 
reasonable price. We had good conversation and lots of ideas were 
shared. We hope to do this more often.

February saw another great meeting. Janice Wright and her part-
ner Bo Renneckendorf gave an interesting talk on opals, the dif-
ferent types and the wide range of values — another example of 
the need for careful homework before purchasing. We have been 
able to increase the quality of specimens in our raffles lately due 
to purchases from the Detroit and Tucson shows by club members 
on behalf of the club. There was lots of interest in the raffle. Was 
it that large fluorite ‘crystal’? Donations are always appreciated! 

Our guest speaker for the evening was Professor Nick Eyles from 
the University of Toronto and co-author of Canada Rocks: The 
Geologic Journey. He gave an excellent talk on the formation of 
the North American continent over 4 billion years, and the cycling 
pattern of ice ages in more recent years. Apparently continental 
drift is continuing at roughly the speed our fingernails grow — 
about 5 cm per year. That means we are about 5 cm farther away 

from England every year. No wonder airline ticket prices keep going up!  Nick is currently involved in developing a tele-
vision series on similar themes including continental drift, airing Fall 2010. He has offered to give another talk to the club 
at that time.

Several members continue to remark on the quality of our newsletter. Special thanks to our editor, Jeff Shallit, and also to 
André Mongeon who continues to write interesting articles and take photos for the club. André has offered to give a talk 
to the club on gemstones, perhaps in the fall.

This month we will have a workshop on micromounting. Our local experts, Peter Russell and Frank Ruehlicke, will tell 
us about the do’s and don’ts of micromounting, and then help us prepare some specimens to be proud of and take home to 
add to your own collections. Bring a microscope if you have one.

Finally, don’t forget our annual business meeting following the regular meeting. Topics will include the treasurer’s report, 
field trip protocol, and future topics for speakers. We will circulate our constitution raised from the archives with some 
suggestions for improvement. The meeting promises to be short. Come and have your say. New volunteers to help with 
running the club are always welcome.

See you at the meeting or upcoming shows ...

-- Gary Partlow
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Upcoming Meetings
All meetings start at 7:00 PM for trading specimens at the Waterloo Community Arts Centre, 25 
Regina St. South, Waterloo.   Typical schedule:

7:00 - 7:30 PM:  trading and socializing
7:30 - 7:45 PM:  a “mini-talk” about some aspect of the hobby
7:45 - 8:00 PM:  announcements
8:00 - 8:15 PM:  monthly raffle
8:15 - 9:00 PM:  featured talk

Friday, March 6 2009:  Peter Russell and Frank Ruehlicke will speak on “The Do's and Don'ts of 
Micromounting”. This will be a hands-on workshop on micromounting.  Everyone who attends will 

have the opportunity to make their own micro-
mount.  Peter and Frank will provide an overview 
of the process of making a micromount, from tak-
ing a raw specimen all the way through to the fin-
ished mount, and they'll also help members make 
their own micromount.  Boxes, pedestals, other 
supplies and even specimens will be supplied.   
This will also be an opportunity for anyone with a 
specimen that has micro crystals on it to bring it in 
and see what it looks like under the scope.  Mem-
bers who have their own microscopes and light 
sources are strongly encouraged to bring them 
to the meeting.

Friday, April 3 2009:  Matt Devereux of the University of Western Ontario will return to speak about 
fossils.

Friday, May 1 2009:  No meeting.  Instead, on Saturday, May 2 2009, Brad Wilson will give a talk 
“Gemstone Prospecting Adventures in the Canadian North” following our club show.

Brad’s interest in minerals began at a young age, but fully crystallized (pardon the pun) in 1978 when 
he accidentally discovered transparent smoky quartz in northern Canada.  Since then, his keen interest 
in Canadian minerals and gemstones has lead Brad all across this country prospecting for minerals and 
rough gemstones.  In the 1980s he completed BSc and MSc degrees in geology.  In 1991, Brad became 
a Fellow of the Canadian Gemmological Association (CGA) and is now their vice-president.  A faceter 
of gemstones since 1979, Brad cuts many rare and soft collector stones as well as the more traditional 
coloured gemstones.  Brad currently operates “Alpine Gems”, a gem cutting shop and consulting busi-
ness in Kingston, Ontario and is the Canadian office of “Coast to Coast Rare Stones International”, a 
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coloured gemstone company specializing in rare, soft and collector gemstones.  In addition, he has 
written several papers on Canadian gemstones.

Friday, June 5 2009:  Michael Gordon, author of Rockwatching:  Adventures Above and Below On-
tario, will speak on caves and caving in Ontario.

Upcoming Events
On February 28- March 1 2009, the Kawartha Rock & Fossil Club presents the 17h Annual Peter-
borough Gem, Mineral, and Fossil Show at the Evinrude Centre, 911 Monaghan Road, Peterborough, 
Ontario. Saturday, Sunday, 10-5. $3 admission for adults, children free. For more information, contact 
Mark Stanley at markstanley@bellnet.ca, (705) 639-2406.

On March 28 - March 29, 2009, the Buffalo Geological Society hosts their Gem, Mineral, and Fossil 
Show, Sat. 10AM to 6PM, Sun., 10AM to 5PM.   The theme is “Calcite: A Kaleidoscope of Shape and 
Color”.  Held at The Fairgrounds in Hamburg, 5600 Mckinley Pkwy. Hamburg, NY.  South Park Ave-
nue entrance Market and Grange Bldgs.  Admission $5.00.  Children under 12 years free.

On April 4-5 2009, the Brantford Lapidary & Mineral Society presents the Paris show at the Paris 
fairgrounds, 139 Silver Street, Paris, Ontario. Adults $3,  Children free. Crystals, minerals, fossils, fac-
eted gems, equipment, tools, beading supplies, demonstrations, jewelry, giftware.  Hot lunch available.  
For more information, contact Jenny Maracle-Jones at turtlefeathers@brant.net or (519) 750-0953.

On April 24-26 2009, the Toronto Gem and Mineral Show and Sale takes place Fri. 4 pm-9pm, Sat. 
10 am-7pm, Sun. 10 am-5pm at the Don Mills Civitan Arena, 1030 Don Mills Rd. , North York, ON
Features: Precious and semi-precious gemstones, fine quality jewellery, amber, stone beads, unique 
worldwide crystal specimens, tools, and everything to create your own works of art!
Admission: Adults $8, Seniors $7, 12-18 $6, under 12 free with adult.  Contact: Ohannes Bedrossian 
(514) 989-9800 torontogemshow@canada.com  .Website: www.torontogemshow.com 
 
On Saturday May 2 2009, our club will host its annual Gem and Mineral Show at the Waterloo Com-
munity Arts Centre, 10 AM - 4 PM.  In the evening, there will be a talk by Brad Wilson on “Gemstone 
Prospecting Adventures in the Canadian North”.

On July 17-19 2009, the Sudbury Rock & Lapidary Society presents their 26th Annual Gem & Mineral 
Show at the Carmichael Arena, Bancroft Drive, Sudbury, Ontario. Friday, 5 PM - 9 PM; Saturday, 10 
AM - 6 PM; Sunday, 10 AM - 5 PM. For more information, call (705) 522-5140 or visit 
http://www.ccfms.ca/Clubs/Sudbury/show.htm.
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A Visit to the ROM
Review of the new Teck Gallery and “The Nature of Diamonds”

For the last 5 years, the Royal Ontario Museum’s permanent collection of gems and minerals 
has been essentially unavailable to the public.  Now it has finally reopened in a new form, and I 
am pleased to report that the new Teck Suite of Galleries:  Earth’s Treasures is well worth a 
visit.  (Ironically, Teck Corporation itself has experienced severe financial problems that saw its 
stock decrease in value by a factor of 10 since August.)

The new gallery, which is located on Level 2 of the Weston Family Wing, displays about 2300 
specimens and approximately 650 different mineral species. (This will increase by about 1000 
additional specimens in December when the ROM’s own gems and gold go on display in the 
Gem and Gold Room.)  The gallery is light and airy, and the displays are in many individual 
glass cabinets, each with its own theme.  Some of the themes are locations, and they include 
“European Classics” (pictured below), ``Mississippi-Valley Type Deposits’’, and ``Bisbee, Ari-
zona’’.  Canadian localities are not forgotten, with splendid cabinets devoted to ``Mt. 
St.-Hilaire’’,  ``Southeastern Ontario’’,  and ``Cobalt, Ontario’’, among others.  Other cabinets 
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are devoted to ``Properties’’, ``Secondary Minerals’’, ``Systematic Mineralogy’’, ``Meteorites’’, 
and ``Exceptional Crystals from Special Environments’’, to name just a few.

The design of the galleries, which took 4 ½ years, was conceived by Curators Kim Tait and An-
drew Locock (who worked on it 
for one year before leaving for Al-
berta); Assistant Curator Vince 
Vertolli; and Technicians Malcolm 
Back, Katherine Dunnell, Ian 
Nicklin, and Bob Ramik.

The bilingual displays are clean 
and labeling is sparse at first 
glance, with no locations given 
with each specimen.  But - never 
fear - a novel feature of the gallery 
is the innovative use of informa-
tion technology.  Each display case 
comes with electronic touch 
screens, which allow the user to 
access detailed locality and acqui-
sition information with a few fin-
ger strokes.  (The design was done 
by Toronto’s Overdrive Design in 
consultation with ROM staff.)   If 
you are looking for a particular 
species, you can display a single 
page giving the names of all min-
erals in a single cabinet.   The 

touch screens also feature high-
resolution photographs of each 
specimen, created by Miguel 
Hortiquela, which allow the 
user to zoom in on any unusual 
or interesting feature.  

For example, the magnificent 
green fluorite crystal from Ma-
doc at left is accompanied by 
the information on the elec-
tronic display shown at the 
lower right of this page.
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Meteorite enthusiasts will not be disappointed, with many extremely rare Canadian specimens 
on display, including Manitouwabing, Shelburne, Dresden, Giroux, Southampton, and Hagers-
ville.

As with all new exhibits, there are some small glitches that need fixing.  For example, one of 
the two short-wave lights in the fluorescent mineral exhibit was not turned on (or broken) when 
we visited, which meant that all the minerals on the right-hand side of the display were not il-
luminated.  The touch-screen displays are a little finicky and do not seem to always react prop-
erly to a visitor’s touch; sometimes we had to navigate back to a previous screen and then for-
ward again to get where we wanted to go.   The light behind the pallasite meteorite was just not 
bright enough to illuminate the olivine crystals.  And we were also disappointed by the lack of 
uranium minerals.  As Malcolm Back tells me, “We considered very early on to have a radioac-
tive display element and ways in which it could be incorporated into the gallery. In the end it 
was decided that the problems involved outweighed the educational benefit of having having it 
on display. Too bad, I would have liked to see it.”

Nevertheless, this is truly a world-class mineral exhibit that everyone will enjoy.  Admission to 
the ROM is quite pricy these days (a family of four will cost you $74!) but you can cut down on 
the cost by visiting on Friday nights, when admission is half-price, or Wednesday afternoons, 
when admission is free from 4:30 pm to 5:30 pm.  

Also at the ROM until March 22 is the exhibit The Nature of Diamonds, in the basement Gar-
field Weston Exhibition Hall.  This exhibit has been touring the world since its debut at New 
York’s American Museum of Natural History in 1997, and has been seen at the San Diego Natu-
ral History Museum (1999) and Québec City’s Musée de la Civilisation (2002), among other 
places.  It displays all facets of diamonds and diamond mining, from ancient interest in these 
hard crystals to modern diamond mining in Canada and other places.  Unfortunately, the exhibit 
shows its age, with some of the posters slightly yellowed and tattered.   On display is the 
world’s third largest cut diamond, a flawless 407.48-carat golden-coloured kite-shaped diamond 
called “The Incomparable’’.   As the ROM press release states, “Jointly owned and loaned to the 
exhibition by Marvin Samuels of Premier Gem Corp., New York and Louis Glick of Rose Trad-
ing, New York and Hong Kong, the Incomparable Diamond has a captivating background. It 
was found as an 890-carat rough diamond by a young girl in the Mbuji-Maya district of the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire) in the early 1980s as she played in a pile of 
rubble from a nearby diamond mine. The girl gave the rough diamond to her uncle who, in turn, 
sold it to local African diamond dealers. The diamond was bought and sold numerous times 
prior to being acquired by Mr. Samuels and Mr. Glick. Mr. Samuels, a master cutter charged 
with cutting the diamond, initially hoped to break the record for the largest cut diamond in the 
world. It was determined, however, that size would be sacrificed for perfect clarity. Following 
four years of study and cutting, the 407-carat Incomparable Diamond emerged along with four-
teen other “satellite” diamonds cut from the one 890-carat rough diamond. Five of these “satel-
lites” are exhibited alongside the Incomparable Diamond.”   
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Carve Me a Cameo

By André Mongeon

Chalcedony is the name used for a whole category of microcrystalline quartz 
that includes agates, jaspers, sard, carnelian, onyx, sardonyx, and chryso-
prase.  Chalcedony can be virtually any colour, including one solid colour, 
but can be very multi-coloured as well.  Variations in composition during 
their formation can cause a banding of colours such as those seen in sardo-
nyx or agate.  Some chalcedonies have varying levels of microscopic poros-
ity which can allow another mineral (often limonite) to stain some layers 
other colours.   Some layers are virtually non-porous and take little or no 
dye, remaining their original colour, often white.   This type of porous chal-

cedony can easily be artificially dyed in order to produce very striking and consistent material required for the 
production of cameos. Therefore, dyed sardonyx is more likely to be encountered than the naturally coloured 
variety. 

Pigments for various dyes are often iron based.  Iron oxide makes red material, iron chloride makes it yellow.  
Deep blues use potassium-iron cyanide and iron sulfate in the process.  Sugar is used to produce brown and 
black, with the latter essentially turning the sugar to carbon in the process.   Green uses nickel nitrate.  Chryso-
prase, a naturally occurring green chalcedony, is also coloured by nickel.  Many of these dyes are quite perma-
nent.

In preparation for making cameos, evenly banded and coloured material is 
specially selected and sliced into wafers.  Usually a layer of nearly white 
material forms the foreground and the contrasting colour (often pink, 
salmon or blue) forms the background.  While the vast majority of cam-

eos are two coloured, some 
have three or more coloured 
layers.  In the past, skilled arti-
sans carefully carved away the 
white material until detailed cameos emerged.  Today the carving of-
ten involves a computer-assisted process in order to rapidly produce 
identical cameos.

While more popular some time ago, cameos have made occasional 
returns to the market.  Plastic imitations are quite visually convincing 
and are often encountered.  Real chalcedony layers can be glued pro-
ducing a sort of “doublet”.  These are not carved out of a single piece 
of chalcedony.  One must be very careful when buying cameos.  Arti-
ficial colouring is acceptable but glue is not!

For further info see Walter Schumann’s book:  Gemstones of the 
World,  Third Edition (2006).  Sterling Publishing Co. New York.
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Fossil Treasure Trove Uncov-
ered Under Los Angeles Park-
ing Garage
It sounds like a joke, but Los Angeles’s Page Museum 
recently announced a new research find that could 
potentially rewrite the scientific account of the world-
famous La Brea Tar Pits and their surrounding area—
one of the richest sources of life in the last Ice Age, 
approximately 40,000 to 10,000 years ago. “Project 
23: New Discoveries at Rancho La Brea”, undertaken 
in the heart of urban Los Angeles, has to date uncov-
ered over 700 measured specimens including a large 
pre-historic American Lion skull, lion bones, dire 
wolves, saber-toothed cats, juvenile horse and bison, 
teratorn, coyotes, lynx, and ground sloths.  Most rare 
of all is a well-preserved male Columbian mammoth 
fossil, about 80% complete, with 10-feet long intact 
tusks found in an ancient river bed near the other dis-
coveries.  

The site was found two years ago by workers excavat-
ing for a new parking garage in Los Angeles’s Han-
cock Park.

The mammoth fossil is the first complete individual 
mammoth to have been found in Rancho La Brea. In 
recognition of the importance of the find, paleontolo-
gists at the Page Museum have nicknamed the mam-
moth “Zed.”   

Under the guidance of Page Museum scientists, 23 
enormous intact blocks were lifted out of the earth, 
crated with wooden planks into “tree” boxes, which 
ranged in size from 5x5x5 feet (weighing 3 tons) to 
12x15x10 feet (weighing 56 tons) from the sixteen 
asphaltic deposits salvaged from the site.  Project 
23:New Discoveries at Rancho La Brea gets its name 
from the reference to the number of extracted 
crates—with each box bearing its own number (1-23) 
and excavations for the massive new project. 

 -- Based on 
http://www.tarpits.org/project23/project23.pdf 
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